
Warehouse

This document is only used during training in Monitor G5. The work flow described may not be
exactly like the processes used in your company, so you’ll need to take notes that can be used
later in your company’s internal work flow descriptions. For detailed information on the
different terms and areas described during the training, you can read the online help function
for the procedures in question. To access the online help function, press on the toolbar or

press Shift + F1 in the procedure. You can also open the online help function for a certain
section or box, for example, by pressing F1 in the procedure.

Warehouse is an option in Monitor G5. A warehouse is a physical storage facility which is administrated
as a separate unit. A warehouse can be units in separate buildings within the same premises, for
example, a raw material deposit, spare parts inventory, and finished stock. It may also be separate
units located in different cities belonging to the same company, such as regional and local distribution
stock/warehouses. If other operations also take place at the warehouse location (manufacturing, etc.),
then it is an operational unit. All warehouses belong to the same legal entity (the same company). Basic
data is the same for all warehouses within a company, but it may belong to a specific warehouse.
Certain basic data may be dependent on warehouse, for example, planning settings for parts. Orders
belong to a specific warehouse, while lists may contain data from several different warehouses.

Warehouse is often abbreviated asWH in the Monitor G5 system, for example, in column
headings in tables. Even if you don’t have the Warehouse option installed, there is technically
still one warehouse in the company where all data is saved, however, this will then not be
shown in the user interface.
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Example: One warehouse and one operational unit
This example shows an operational unit at one location, with a warehouse at another location. The
operational unit carries out purchasing, manufacturing, and sales. The warehouse only manages sales.
The operational unit can deliver units to the warehouse using stock orders. This is an order type in the
system which allows this kind of transfer. The warehouse only receives arrivals from the operational
unit.
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Example: Two operational units (case 1)
This example shows two operational units at two different locations. One of the units handles
purchasing, manufacturing of semi-finished products, and all sales. The other unit handles all assembly
of products. Both units can deliver and receive goods to and from each other via stock orders.
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Example: Two operational units (case 2)
This example shows two equal operational units, which both handle purchasing, manufacturing, and
sales. Both units can deliver and receive goods to and from each other via stock orders. In this case,
both units can create material withdrawals for manufacturing orders from either unit, but will only
report to the unit to which the manufacturing order belongs.
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The basics of the warehouse function

Company information
You register warehouses in the Company information procedure. When theWarehouse option is
installed, theWarehouses box appears in this procedure. In this box, you can add the warehouses you
want to use in your company. Internal customers and suppliers are linked to the warehouses between
which parts are distributed.

Please note! It is possible to add warehouses, but they cannot be deleted later. So consider this
carefully, and make sure you only add the warehouses the company actually use.

Internal customers and suppliers
Internal customers and suppliers are added in the Customer register and Supplier register procedures.
An internal customer is a warehouse which "purchases" parts from an internal supplier; which is
thereby a warehouse which "sells" the parts. This is done using stock orders (see below).

With the Internal (stock order) setting, you can specify whether or not a customer or supplier is
internal. When this setting is activated, a number of other settings/information become unavailable for
the customer/supplier. This is information which is not relevant for stock orders.

Internal customers and suppliers have limitations which mean they can only be selected for stock
orders. This means they cannot be selected for regular customer and purchase orders, quotes,
inquiries, customer invoices, and supplier invoices. As a result, they cannot be selected in customer
links and supplier links for parts either.

Stock order
Stock orders are used in order to distribute parts between warehouses. Stock orders work in the same
way as regular customer and purchase orders, however, you register them for internal customers and
suppliers that are the receiving warehouse and sending warehouse for the order. This means you must
always have internal customers and suppliers registered which are linked to the respective
warehouses, in order to be able to register stock orders. You can monitor, report, and view information
about stock orders in the same procedures as other customer- and purchase orders. However, stock
orders are registered in separate procedures called Register stock order – Sales and Register stock order
– Purchase.

When you register a stock order for sales (the customer order) it will always be linked to a stock order
for purchase (the purchase order), and vice versa. The linked order is automatically created, regardless
of whether or not the user creates the purchase- or customer order first. You could say the stock order
for sales "owns" the stock order for purchase. The price of parts in a stock order can only be entered on
the customer order row. The same price is automatically used on the corresponding purchase order
row. The default price is the standard price of the part. Information in the order header of a stock order
is synchronized with the linked order. That is, if information is changed in the order header, the same
information is also changed on the linked order, regardless of whether the user changes the purchase-
or customer order first.
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Stock orders are registered with your own order types for customer orders and purchase orders
respectively. You register the order types in the Order types procedure. One order type each is included
for customer orders and purchase orders of the basic type Stock order, when the Warehouse option is
installed. If necessary, you can register more order types for stock orders later.

In list procedures, users can select by order type for stock orders, and there are list types for stock
orders in certain procedures. This means the user can choose only to view stock orders when working
in these procedures.

Stock orders are also managed during requirements planning. The Requirement calculation and Net
requirement calculation procedures create suggestions for stock orders (purchase), if a shortage should
occur for parts which have a warehouse selected with the setting Refill from warehouse. This means
these parts – purchased or manufactured – will be primarily acquired via stock order instead of with a
normal purchase order or manufacturing order. Suggestions for stock orders are released for actual
stock orders for purchase in the Purchase order suggestion procedure.

Stock orders are exempted from statistics and forecasts. It is not relevant to include stock orders in the
order inflow, sales statistics, purchase statistics, and cash flow forecast. No actual sales or purchase
activity is taking place, so the income and costs relating to the stock order should therefore not be
included. A stock order is a part balance and its stock value, which are moved from one warehouse to
another.

If you want to undo a delivered quantity for a stock order, this is done in the Undo delivery reporting
procedure in the sending warehouse. It is possible to undo delivery reporting, as long as none of the
delivered quantity has been arrival reported in the receiving warehouse. That is, it is only possible to
undo delivery reporting as long as the entire delivered quantity (delivered at the same time) is in
transit, that is, being transported between the warehouses. If a portion of this quantity has been arrival
reported, you must firstly undo the arrival reporting in the Undo arrival reporting procedure, in the
receiving warehouse. After that, you can undo the entire delivery in the sending warehouse.

Stock value between warehouses
The quantity of parts in the stock order which have been delivered – but not yet reported as arrived in
the receiving warehouse – is not included in the regular stock valuation in the Stock value procedure, as
the quantity does not exist in any of the warehouses. The quantity is in transit between the
warehouses. You can valuate this part quantity in the Stock value between warehouses procedure.
Please note that parts which are clear for arrival reporting at the receiving warehouse are also classed
as "in transit". You may need to carry out a stock valuation between warehouses if there are long
transport times between the warehouses.

If the transport times between the warehouses are very short, for example, when the warehouses are
next door to each other on the same factory premises, it may be useful to apply automatic arrival
reporting. This means that as soon as the customer order is delivery reported, the Report arrival
procedure opens automatically, so the same user can report arrival of the same quantity directly in the
linked purchase order in the receiving warehouse. You can specify whether automatic arrival reporting
should be used with a setting for order types of customer orders of the basic type Stock order. If
automatic arrival reporting is applied, there will never be any stock value between the warehouses.
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Users
A user is linked to the warehouse in which the person concerned primarily works. This is done in the
Users procedure. This is the warehouse the user will log in to when Monitor G5 is launched. The name
of the warehouse is then shown in the title bar.

A user can temporarily switch between the warehouses registered for the company. This can be done
underWarehouse, in the backstage of the desktop. When you change warehouse here, this will apply in
all procedures. A temporary change of warehouse can also be made via the warehouse selector in a
procedure (see below). This change of warehouse will only apply to the specific procedure.

Under Settings – General, in the backstage of the desktop, the user can select the Default warehouses
from which to view records. The options available are All andWarehouse at login. By choosing the All
setting, the users can view records from all warehouses for which they have viewing permission, at a
minimum.Warehouse at login is the default setting. This means the user will only see records in
different procedures from “their” warehouse, selected in the Users procedure.

User rights
User-specific rights, user rights groups, and roles assigned to users are saved per warehouse. For
example, a user could be a purchaser in one warehouse and a planner in another. The user may have
the right to change, create, and delete records in a procedure within a warehouse, but is only
permitted to view records within the same procedure in another warehouse. If the user only has
viewing permission, the name of the warehouse is shown in italics in the warehouse selector (see
below). When the user only has viewing permission in a procedure where records can be updated, you
cannot save the procedure (the Save button is inactivated).

It is possible to synchronize user rights between warehouses in the Users procedure. This is used to
configure the same user rights in all warehouses for a user. When you choose to synchronize, you get
to select which warehouse the user rights should be based on.

If a new warehouse is created in the Company information procedure, the default setting is to include
rights for all users from the warehouse you have chosen to copy from, however, you can choose not to
include the rights in the event they are to be uniquely set up for the new warehouse.

Warehouse selector in procedures
In procedures handling data which is partly or fully affected by warehouse, there is a warehouse
selector on the toolbar. You can use this to temporarily change warehouse for the specific procedure
you are working in. The warehouse selector is the buttonWarehouses (Ctrl + Q).

In the warehouse selector you can see which warehouses are available, and as a user, which you can
choose to view data from. In the warehouse selector you’ll see all companies in the system as a
heading, and all warehouses in each company are listed under the respective heading. The user will
only see the warehouses for which they have permission in the procedure in question. If the user is
only permitted to view records in the procedure, the name of the warehouse is shown in italics.

If the user has temporarily changed warehouse in the procedure or in the backstage of the desktop, or
has selected All as the default warehouses in the backstage of the desktop, the warehouse selector is
shown in orange in order to indicate that the user is not working in their warehouse, and that
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records will be shown from all warehouses. This symbol is also shown for rows containing records
belonging to another warehouse, for example, material rows on manufacturing orders.

There are three variants of this warehouse selector:

Variant 1 is found in the procedures in which the user can choose a warehouse to work with.
The user can only select one warehouse at a time. This variant is used in the BOM and routing
procedure, for example.

Alternative 2 is found in the procedures in which the user can both select a warehouse to work
with, as well as choose to show records from the other warehouses. In the warehouse selector,
the user can choose a warehouse as well as select the warehouses from which records will be
shown in the procedure. This variant is used in the Part register procedure, for example, in
which the selected warehouse determines the warehouse to work in and the warehouses that
have been selected to view determine the other warehouses from which records are to be
shown.

Alternative 3 is found in procedures in which the user can only choose to view records from one
or more warehouses. In this warehouse selector, the user can select the warehouses from which
to view records. This variant is mainly used in list procedures: In the Operation list procedure, for
example, where the user can select operations that belong to certain warehouses.

Subcontract work centers do not have to belong to a warehouse – they will be displayed
regardless of the warehouses from which the user has chosen to show records.

Warehouse in records
In certain single-record procedures, such as Register purchase order, a warehouse is chosen for an
order using theWarehouse field. This field is found in theMiscellaneous box under the Header tab. All
records such as orders, customer invoices, quotes, and inquiries are linked to a warehouse via this field.
There is no warehouse selector in the toolbar within these procedures.

In the Register customer order procedure, you’ll also find theWarehouse field on the order rows. This
means it is possible to have customer order rows linked to warehouses other than those in the
customer order.
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